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Aware of the world

In memoriam

Christians should take interest in international news. A4

Life! remembers Dusty Boyce
and Samuel Danso. B5

In the midst of danger:

ROTC students
serve their country
By Joshua King
NEWS REPORTER

Sixty-five years ago, Japan
executed an attack on
American homeland. The
deadly assault on Pearl
Harbor caught the nation off
guard and cost the lives of
more than 2,400 people.
On September 11, 2001,
America's enemies once again
attempted to bring the nation
to its knees by attacking our
very own soil. This time, the
death toll registered much
higher, surpassing that of
Pearl Harbor. The majority of
those casualties were civilians.
Like Pearl Harbor, the events
of 9/11 demanded a response.
That response came from
Americans in every state as
the undying spirit of patriotism surged through the veins
of men and women throughout the nation.
Seargent 1st Class Ricky
Alexander of Liberty's Army
ROTC program described his
-thought process after the terrorist attack.

KKNNY SMITH

Looking ahead, remembering the past
how the firefighters would manage to extinguish the flames.
Soon after, they saw another plane heading toward the other
tower.
Since 2001, the month of September has brought with it
"The plane picked up speed and crashed into the second
memories of a national tragedy. The attacks on the Pentagon building. Everyone screamed, people were crying, and that's
in Washington, D.C., the World Trade Center in New York when I realized that this was a planned attack," recalled Reed.
City and the United Airlines Flight 93 plane crash near
The students suffered another shock minutes later as the
Shanksville, Penn. were the greatest tragedy on American towers began to collapse.
soil in years. Everyone remembers what they were doing on
"By this time, we were all in a panic," Reed said. "Our printhat fateful day when they found out what had happened. But cipal released school for the day, because most of the stufor some at Liberty, it hit closer to home.
dents' parents worked at the World Trade Center."
Fortunately, the members of Reed's family were all safe.
Khalil Reed is a senior sports management major. In 2001,
he was attending high school in Jersey City, New Jersey, just His mother picked him up from school, and they picked up
across the Hudson River from New York. He heard about the his younger sister and went home to wait for his older brothfirst plane hitting the World Trade Center minutes after it er, an EMT for Jersey City Medical Center, to arrive.
"He was called in to transport injured victims to the hospihappened.
tal.
Later that night, he volunteered in the search and rescue
"My teacher allowed us to go outside to watch. My school
sits on top of a hill, and we were able to look straight across in New York City. He returned home a few hours later covered in soot."
the Hudson River to watch the first tower burn."
Please see 9/11, page A3
Reed and his classmates watched in disbelief, wondering
By Cory Palmer
NEWS REPORTER

"At first it was disbelief. It's
almost like the steps you go
through in the process of losing a loved one. You watch
and you think, 'This can't be
happening.' Then you get mad
and want to do something
about it," he said.
Eric Forcey, an Army cadet
and senior at Liberty, said the
events of 9/11 influenced his
decision to join the Army

ROTC program and the
Virginia National Guard.
"That definitely played into it
for sure," he said.
Forcey says his father, a military man for most of his life,
was uneasy about his son's
decision to join the military so
soon after 9/11.
"He thought I wasn't thinking about the decision all the
way through." After talking
with Army recruiters, Forcey
made the decision to go to
basic training. Much of his
inspiration came from the
men and women in uniform
who have already served their
country overseas. "There are
tons of people from Liberty
who have been deployed
already," he said. "I know a
bunch of them. It's just really
fascinating."
One of those individuals
who took the battle to the
enemy is Corporal Mike
Hughes, who currently serves
as a recruiter for Liberty's
Army
ROTC
program.
I-I\agries inrHoUy j o i n e d tV*o

Marine Corps. Reserve Unit in
Lynchburg in 1996.
After several years as a
Marine, he came very close to
calling it quits.
"I fulfilled my duty and had
decided to pretty much hang
my boots up, and then God
called me to come back to
Liberty," he said.

Please see ROTC, page A3
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STANDING AT ATTENTION — Marine Honor Guard stands at the Soldiers'
Healing Field this past summer on Campus North.

Former Muslim speaks at LU Clayton King brings crowd to feet at SEW
By Matthew Hegarty
MANAGING EDITOR
out direction.
For Liberty students, colNEWS EDITOR
Before the beginning of this semester's Spiritual Emphasis
lege is one of the great
In the shadow of Sept. 11, uncharted territories, one of Week, the Campus Pastor's Office had been praying, in conan entire nation remembers the new experiences that junction with the All-Night of Prayer, for a move of God and
the trials and tribulations of promise growth and enlight- for students to come out.
Dr. Rob Jackson, Vice President for Spiritual Life, said,
that day and the enment about the world
around them. Whether stu- "The All-Night of Prayer was absolutely spell-binding. To see
days after.
There
are dents have been called to the 400-500 students per hour all night - (let alone) during
many Christians farthest regions of the earth stormy weather - asking God to move on our campus and in
remember who or a classroom in their our country and in our world is never normal."
It is probable, however, that even they were overwhelmed
the difficulties hometown, each person has
by the response. Students and members of the Lynchburg
ZIAFAT they suddenly a mission to fulfill.
Afshin Ziafat's mission was community turned out en masse night after night - from
faced from a nation that
embraced patriotism but clear when he received Christ 5,000 to 6,000 people, according to official counts from the
who they believed was still his senior year of high CPO - to hear evangelist Clayton King. By the conclusion of
the event last Wednesday night, the Vines Center was so full
school.
faltering spiritually.
Born in the United States, that it resembled Wednesday convocation
The hope for a nation as a
King himself was floored by the apparent move of the Holy
spiritual power lies in the his family moved to Iran
speakers, preachers and edu- when he was 2 years-old, but Spirit in the services. "I did not have to warm up the crowd,"
cators that live in this very had to leave when he was 6, he said. "Every service, worship would start and they would
because of the revolutions engage...I don't see that happen anywhere quite like this."
country.
Even the financial giving was beyond expectations, espeOne does not have to trav- taking place there.
cially in the Wednesday night service. Dr. Ergun Caner made
el to the far reaches of Asia
Please see ZIAFAT, page A3
a brief appearance in that service as he exhorted the crowd to
or Africa to find people with-

By Joanne Tang

give liberally to the evening's offering, all proceeds of which
would go to the largest orphanage in India, which King supports. The response was tremendous - the audience gave so
much, the money overflowed out of the offering bags as ushers attempted to stuff it in.
Please see SEW, page A3

Coi 1 FREEMAN

MOVE OUR COUNTRY — The audience was more than ready for King's words.
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AiG offers $50,000 for best defense
is sharing our beliefs with people who
believe differently than creation. When we
get feedback of nonbelievers it helps better our outreach, and know from what
Wanted: Students with good research angle to approach them," said junior Holly
skills, a passion for defending creation as Harrington, a religion major.
taught in the Bible and strong writing
A few of the suggested topics for the
skills to bring the research and passion research paper are Natural Selection and
together for a wide audience. The reward Mutations, Origin of Life and Geologic
for all that hard work? Oh, just a $50,000 Record. Although those topics are sugscholarship to Liberty. Four other runner- gested, students are allowed to pick any
up winners will receive lap^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ topic pertaining to evolutops and other prizes.
mmtmmljm_„
tion.
The Answers in Genesis
"I think that the contest
"We hope this
Research Paper Challenge
is a great idea personally. 1
2007 is designed to benefit
prize will attract mean who doesn't want to
students by teaching them
$50,000? Also, it's a
many students to win
to "defend biblical authorigreat way to see where peoty in an unbiblical world,"
carefully research ple stand on the issue of
according to a statement by
creation," said Richard
the evidence for
University Relations.
North, a senior English
creation."
The challenge, now in its
major.
second year, is open to stuAlong with the research
dents aged 14 to 21, and
paper,
students will be
Dr. David DeWitt
gives students the opportuProfessor of Biology and Director for the
required to write and subnity to conduct indepth
Center for Creation Studies
mit a 300-word personal
research and prepare themessay detailing why they
selves for questions that
chose their topic, their
may arise when defending
experience writing the paper and the reaccreationism in a real-world setting.
tion they received from the person they
The focus this year is the book chose to show their paper.
"Evolution Exposed," by Roger Patterson,
The deadline to turn in the research
which confronts "evolutionary indoctrina- paper and the essay is April 16, 2007. The
tion," specifically in public schools.
online application can be found at
On the Answers in Genesis Web site, Dr. www.answersingenesis.org/cec/researchDavid DeWitt, Director of the Center for paper-challenge/.
• Creation Studies and professor of Biology,
Answers in Genesis is dedicated to
said, "I am very pleased that we could help
defending the vi°ws of biblical creaction.
sponsor this research paper contest. We
as well as helping others do the same.
hope this prize will attract many students
One of their goals is to give "answers to
to carefully research the evidence for crequestions surrounding the book of
ation."
Genesis, as it is the most-attacked book of
The online application gives "Five Steps the Bible," according to the Answers in
to Success" which begins with reading Genesis Web site. Another goal is to
"Evolution Exposed", which confronts the "expose the bankruptcy of evolutionary
censorship of creationism in textbooks ideas."
used in public schools. After reading the
Located in northern Kentucky, the
book, participants will be expected to
United
States branch of Answers in
write a 1,500 to 3,000 word research
Genesis
is
headed by Ken Ham, one of the
paper using at least two references, one
foremost
speakers
on Genesis and crefrom the book and one from the "Get
ation.
Answers" section on the Answers in
By Linda Laferriere
NEWS REPORTER
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Jay Guthrie

The recent monsoons that have showered beats' minds could master such an engineerLiberty got me thinking. Back in the day ~ ing marvel.
fall of 03' to be exact ~ Liberty was blasted by
Not thinking our idiocy through, we left for
a much more treacherous storm than this. some muddy aquatic fun with the others.
Ahh, Hurricane Isabel. I remember it like it That night we got back to find our ceiling
was three years ago. The rains came on a patch had developed a little bit of sag due to
Thursday with a vengeance. That night at hall the two plus gallons of water it had accumumeeting the dorm elders were discussing the lated in our absence. Well, we couldn't just
possibility of having to build a sea worthy ves- take it down and drain it. This had now
sel out of cypress wood to house the sister become a science experiment with a betting
dorm and us. They never did.
pool on the side.
"
•
"
"
"
"
" " ^ ™ "
How much water
The next morning I"
woke up to find that school
"There was a puddle would the trash bag hold
had been cancelled due to
before it broke? The
under my bed. Now
rain. Rain? I have missed
stakes were high. We had
many classes in my life due
don't go jumping to
to leave it alone.
to mounds of snow and
Sure enough, about 3
conclusions. "
sub-zero temperatures,
a.m. the bag and an estibut rain?
mated five gallons of water came crashing
Either way I wasn't complaining, I had a down. A surge of energy was instantly
bigger problem on my mind. I woke up to brought back into the lifeless sea cow that lay
something else that morning. There was a above me. Luckily for me, I was on the botpuddle under my bed. Now don't go jumping tom bunk, but I still took a shelling. After
to conclusions. It was a different kind of acci- coming to my senses, I was immediately
dent.
reminded of the first day of the semester
Apparently, over the course of the night my when my roommate declared those famous
Dorm 7 penthouse suite had developed quite Chris Farley words, "I call top bunk."
a leak atop my bed. My roommate was still
Looking back I realize we could have avoidsomehow asleep on the upper bunk. The ed the whole situation by just moving the
water didn't faze him. He looked like a beds out from under the leak, but the thought
beached manatee with barnacles draped over honestly never crossed our minds and
his peaceful body -the barnacles were actual- besides, that would have made way too much
ly fragments of disintegrated ceiling tile.
sense.
I was actually excited by the giant hole in
*At this time I would like to throw in a small
our ceiling. It gave me a chance to get my
tools out and play Bob Vila for the day. It editorial comment regarding last week's coleven gave me an idea about a new HGTV umn. Apparently, I assumed too much out of
show called "Dorm Room Repairs," but that is the student body when I discussed the culinary creation known as "The Cheesy
another column.
Everyone else was out body surfing behind Western." I received a lot of feedback asking
Dorm 4 that day while my roommate and I where one could savor this fine delicacy. The
were coming up with a solution that would legend of egg, relish and stellar customer
baffle even the most complex minds. service served up with a smile can be found at
Supplies were limited but we made the most The Texas Inn, in beautiful historic downof our simple hand tools, duct tape and LU town Lynchburg.
trash bags. The finished product was
admired by some and laughed at by most. We
Contact Jay Guthrie at jtguthrie@
had successfully taped a trash bag around the liberty.edu.
hole to stop the leak. Only two college dead-

Genesis Web site. After writing the
research paper, students will be expected
to share their paper with someone who
does not hold a six day view of creation.
"This is good that part of the application

Contact Linda Laferriere
riere@liberty.edu.
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Wrapped in God's Love'theme of E- Women's Conference
By Jennifer Maxfield
LIFE! REPORTER

"Bringing women closer to the heart of God"
is the continuing vision of Extraordinary
Women Ministries. This past weekend, that
vision was reiterated as women from all over
the country gathered at the new Thomas Road
Baptist Church Worship Center. "Wrapped in
God's Love" was the theme for the women's
conference this year, said Julie Clinton, the
President of the Extraordinary Women's
Organization.
This year, the Trinity Broadcasting Network
broadcasted the conference to various countries around the world. For the first time ever,
women in the nations of China, South America
and numerous other locations around the
globe saw the first televised Extraordinary
Women's Conference. With 6,000 women of
all ages and walks of life lifting their hands in

/Tl'
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worship together and unimaginable others
watching around the world, the love of God
was especially near. 'I enjoyed the fellowship
with my sisters in Christ," said conference
attendee Barbara Fifer.
The E-Women's Conference gave attendees a
chance to hear from some of today's most
accomplished and renowned Christian women.
Each speaker offered a unique personal testimony about the love of God. Among the speakers was Angela Thomas, author of several
books including "Prayers For The Mother To
Be," "Tender Mercy For A Mother's Soul," "Do
You Think I'm Beautiful?" and "A Beautiful
Offering." Thomas addressed the topic of being
"a beautiful offering" and surrendering to God
in times of sorrow.
Author Lisa Whelchel also spoke at the conference. Whelchel, who starred in the 1980s
sitcom "The Facts of Life," is the author of a
number of parenting books.
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Jill Briscoe was one of the particularly engaging speakers. Briscoe and her husband Stuart
have worked arduously for the sake of the
gospel, starting churches in nations where
Christianity is illegal. Originally from
Liverpool, England, Briscoe is the author of
over 40 books. She addressed the older generation in the crowd to encourage them.
"Even as you grow older, it's amazing to
know that God is never done using you," said
conference attendee Laura Maxfield.
Each year, the E-Women's Organization
presents one woman with the "Extraordinary
Woman of the Year Award." This year's recipient was Beverly LaHaye. LaHaye is the founder
of the conservative Christian political group
Concerned Women for America, which is the
political voice of conservative Christian
women. The group continually presents its
views on the key moral issues of the nation
such as abortion and the ongoing fight over
whether to sanction homosexual marriage a's a
recognized institution. Over the years, LaHaye
has coauthored numerous books with her husband Tim LaHaye.
"It was all very uplifting. It opened my eyes

to how we all need a stronger prayer life," said
conference attendee Faith Dooley.
The conference also offered a variety of
music. Praise and worship was led by Christian
singer/song writer Al Denson and Michael
O'Brien of Newsong. Nationally recognized
Christian recording artists Point of Grace also
performed a concert on Friday evening.
Contact Jennifer Maxfield at jmaxfield@
liberty.edu.

\LEX TOWERS

GOOD SOUNDS — Point of Grace provided music for EWC.

Policies
The Champion encourages community members to submit letters
to the editor on any subject. Letters
should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. The
deadline is 6 p.m. Monday.
Letters and columns that appear
are the opinion of the author solely,
not the Champion editorial board
or Liberty University.
All material submitted becomes
property of the Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to
accept, reject or edit any letter
received — according to the
Champion stylebook, taste and the
Liberty University mission state
ment.
Send letters to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24506 or drop off in
UeMoss Hall 1035.
The Champion is available online
at: www.liberty.edu/inib/champion.

Only $2.69
1» '
1 6 oz

'
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receive 10% discount

SOMETHING

Timberlake Dairy Queen
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DIFFERENT
doiiUQueun.com

Store Owned by LU Faculty Member

8021 Timberlake Rd.
Lynchburg, VA
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LU hits record enrollment NCAA reviews campus ROTC:
Heroes
among
us all
By Amy Field

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

doing much of the recruitment who talked
NRWS KDITOR
Every university with NCAA
about Liberty everywhere he spoke.
When the time came for Godwin to be in certification must undergo
What happens when a challenge is set forth the chair for his haircut, Falwell was on hand inspection to keep its NCAA
approval, and every athletic
to do something outrageous when the to snip the first hair.
department will hope for the
amount of new resident undergraduates
soars past 3,200? Well, both Chris Johnson
Contact Joanne Tang at jtang@liber- thumbs-up after that inspection. This year, Liberty's
and Dr. Ron Godwin are missing a bit of hair ty.edu.
NCAA Athletics status is
from their heads.
under a peer review team's
The two agreed to shave
microscope.
their heads if Liberty
reached the 3,200 mark in
In order to be reviewed,
enrollment, the seminary
Liberty must conduct a selfreached 525 and if distance
study and submit it to the
learning totaled to 13,675.
NCAA once every ten years.
Not only did liberty reach
The self-study committee,
all of those goals, there are
titled the Steering Committee,
190 new international stuwas made up of Liberty faculdents, up from 116 Liberty
ty and they worked on the
enrolled in fall of 2005.
study for over nine months.
Dr. William Gribbin, the Dean
Among the international
of the School of Commstudents, there are 58 new
unication, conducted Liberty's
Canadian students, the most
self-study ten years ago and
in the history of the universiholds the title of Faculty
ty. This semester also saw a
Athletics Representative. He
rise in transfer students,
chaired
the
Steering
who number 665.
Committee
and
also
put
"It's a team effort," said
together
the
group
of
faculty
ALEX
TOWERS
Johnson, Executive Director
of Resident Recruitment. He JUST A LITTLE OFF THE TOP — Dr. Falwell shows off his bartering skills.
"I chose individuals who
credits Dr. Jerry Falwell for
had interest in sports and stuBy Joanne Tang

dent-athletes," he said.
Members of the committee for
this study included Dr. Judy
Sandlin,
Dr.
Marilyn
Gadomski,
Dr.
David
Dinsmore and Ernie Rogers.
The NCAA peer review
team included Dr. Dale
Nitzschke and
Barbara
Chesler, the senior associate
athletics director from Yale.
The peer review team met
with Dr. Jerry Falwell and visited Liberty's athletic facilities. They also were scheduled
to meet with Liberty's
Student-Athlete
Advisory
Committee.
"The peer review team represents the NCAA and they
are going to verify that our
self-study report is accurate,"
said Gribbin. "This process
confirms that we do try to run
a first class athletic program
at Liberty University— we
really do try to do it right."

Continued from page 1

Hughes joined the Virginia
National Guard and volunteered for deployment to
Afghanistan.
On March 1, 2004, he was
deployed with the National
Guard unit known as the
"Bedford Boys." Hughes
served
one
year
in
Afghanistan as the unit's
weapons squad leader. He
says his time spent overseas
gave him a clearer perspecContact Amy Field at tive on America's mission.
"It was good having the
afield@liberty.edu.
firsthand experience of seeing what your works were
accomplishing over there,
like when you're providing
security for a school to be
built, and then five months
Continued from page 1
mindset. "It's hard to compare them," he later being able to see a 12said. "Last year was my first time....I don't year-old girl walk into a
At the beginning of the week, King said feel like it was better or worse, but it was dif- schoolhouse for the first
that he had big hopes for his time at Liberty. ferent - different in a good way." „
time," he said.
However, he quickly placed those dreams
Jackson took the same approach. "I believe
Hughes is convinced that •
under the umbrella of God's will. "My expec- that every SEW is rather unique unto itself, the weapons caches his unit
tations are big, (but) I've learned that God's and God has used many of them in signifi- confiscated and the mineexpectations are always bigger than mine cant ways. This year's SEW, however, was fields they helped clear are
anyways, and that's the truth," he said.
very timely," he said. "(It was) obviously all part of the continuing
By week's end, King was exhausted, yet he anointed and used by the Lord to do some progress being made in the
stayed for more than an hour after the great things in thousands of lives. It was war on terror.
Wednesday night service concluded to visit especially encouraging to see this move of
He uses the terrorist
with students and man his book table. In God carrying over into LCA, where we saw groups' recruiting efforts as
addition, he was ecstatic at the work of God over 60 people saved."
an example. Terrorist organin the Liberty student body. "(This week was)
Now, on campus at least, it is up to the izations are being forced to
unpredictable, powerful, authentic (and) prayer leaders to carry out the rest of the dis- pay more and more for peounpredictable," he said.
cipleship process for those who are either ple to be willing to plant
When he was asked about what made new converts or made commitments to mis- bombs and attack troops.
Liberty University special to him, King sions or to full-time ministry.
"Back when this thing
Dwayne Carson, campus pastor for disci- started in 2001, people who
replied in his usual forthright, honest manner. "The four days I was here at LU last year pleship, said, "I would hope that every stu- were setting up IEDs
were the best four days of ministry of my dent seeks out an accountability partner - (Improvised
Explosive
life," he said. "It's just the spirit I feel when I either their prayer leader or someone in the Devices)
and
roadside
drive on this campus....If I had to pick words prayer group....What excites me as we do bombs were being paid $50
to describe (the difference), they would be: these events is the fact that we have 1,200 to do so. In 2002, it had gone
hunger, expectancy, authenticity and desire." student leaders to personally follow up with up to about $350," he said.
Because King has been the speaker at the students."
"Now it's costing terrorist
fall semester SEW for consecutive years,
groups almost $3,500 to get
Contact Matthew Hegarty at mjhegarty@ snipers and bombers to set
comparisons between 2005 and 2006 are
inevitable. King, however, took a "different" liberty.edu.
up positions."
According to Hughes, this
is the type of progress that
people never hear about in
the media. He advises a different approach to getting
the news. "I tell people that
recounted
Vega.
"People
in
the
lobby
of
the
Continued from page 1
tower that I was in were running. Some were in the easiest way for them to
shock and became statues, so filled with fear find out how things are going
is to turn their TV off and
One year later, Reed's family decided to and disbelief that they froze."
Vega spent the next 72 hours at the site talk to someone that's been
move to Virginia Beach.
"My mom didn't feel safe living in that region assisting in the evacuation and search and res- over there," he said.
For soldiers such as
anymore," he said. "I still get goose bumps cue operations.
"I was so consumed in trying to help evacu- Hughes who have been over
thinking about that day."
Perhaps the closest person to the Sept. 11 ate the tower that the three days seemed to be there, the positive support
from the public is a crucial
attacks at Liberty is LUPD patrol supervisor one," Vega said.
"When I finally made it home, the horror driving force, something that
Joseph Vega. Vega was a detective with NYPD.
At the time, he worked in the crime lab as a finally set in. I had periods of crying for no rea- has not been afforded the
son, nightmares and feelings of hopelessness military in past wars. "You
firearms examiner.
"I was at my work station in the lab and and anger. But my wife helped me through go to the parades and you go
everyone else was in the lounge having their and watched over me. She is the reason for my to4the 'Welcome Home' cerecoffee when one of my colleagues ran into the being able to overcome the trauma of this monies, and it just hits you
like a ton of bricks," he
lab and informed me that a plane had struck event," he said.
remarks.
one of the Twin Towers,'' Vega said. "I think
"I view them as heroes,"
Palmer
the NYPD knew that this was a terrorist attack
Contact
Cory
at
said
Major Robert Foy, the
within the first 30 minutes."
cpalmer2@liberty.edu.
Army
ROTC Director at
Less than an hour later, Vega was informed
Liberty.
"This is a tough war
that all personnel at the lab would be sent to
and
they
deserve a lot of
the World Trade Center to assist the Fire
respect."
Department of New York in evacuating the
Alexander agreed.
towers. Vega called his wife to inform her that
"They've done more in that
he would be going.
one
year of deployment than
"My wife cried and implored me not to go,"
most of us will ever do in a
said Vega. "Fearing that we might never see
lifetime. We owe them undyeach other again we said our goodbyes; it was
ing gratitude for the sacrithe hardest thing I ever had to do."
fices they've made."
When he arrived at the site, he discovered it
As the death toll of
was complete chaos.
1.1 B SCHOPER
American soldiers in both
"All communications were inoperable. Police FLYING FLAGS — A patriotic display at LU this past sumand fire radios, cell phones and landlines," mer raised funds for the D-Day Memorial in Bedford, Va. Iraq and Afghanistan climbs
daily,
those
sacrifices
become all too apparent.
"We live in the greatest
V l l l M 11114 I m i I I K ' « I M ' l l i l l U !
place in the world," said
espresso
Hughes. "Sometimes sacrifices have to be made in
pastries
order to maintain it.
breakfast
Fortunately, the service men
M l l l » \ . \«li«Ml\
and women that are over
& sciiMlwittie* there are willing to make that
sacrifice."

Ziafat: Greater things SEW: Lives changed by God
the tutelage of Pastor Jack I
Graham. He began speaking
around Texas and became
involved in college ministry.
Being a public speaker
meant traveling around the j
country. On Sept. 11, Ziafat
was working with the North
American Missions Board in
Alpharetta, Ga., 30 minutes
from Atlanta.
"(It's) not a 'us versus
them'
mentality,
an
'America versus terrorists'
mentality. It's a deeper spiritual battle," he said.
He kept his schedule busy
by speaking at youth camps
in the summer, churches on
the weekends and leading
Bible studies in the Houston
area.
His biggest passion right
now is using his heritage to
train and influence others
for Christianity. He would
like to train potential pastors and work with people to
go overseas to the Middle
East, as he has done. In fact,
a few days before speaking
in front of students at
Liberty, he was in Turkey. It
is his second trip to the
Middle East in three
months.
"The Lord has opened the
door for me to work with my
own people," he said. He
encourages students to pray
for Muslims, love them and
work on "getting the message out."
Not only does he want to
"shed light on what Islam
teaches," he sees the need to
"show what we can do."

Continued from page 1

They settled in Texas,
where it seemed Ziafat was
on his way to becoming a
Muslim, just like his father.
It was not until that fateful
year that he picked up a copy
of the New Testament given
to him by a teacher in the
second grade that he saw
that he was destined for
other things. Under the
cover of a blanket, armed
with a flashlight, Ziafat read
the Bible constantly, even
reading the book of Matthew
in one sitting.
When he did accept Jesus
as savior, it was difficult to
keep it from his traditionally
Muslim family.
"I kept it from my father
for about a year," he said.
When his father discovered
he had become a Christian,
Ziafat had to choose
between his family and the
life
he
knew
and
Christianity, which was new
and different. When Ziafat
gave his answer, he was disowned. "Basically, I walked
away from family," he said.
While his heart was filled
with passion for God, his
wallet only contained $4
when
he
arrived
at
Southwestern
Baptist
Theological Seminary. It was
there that he found the giving nature of God, as he was
able to finish school with the
help of many contributors,
many of whom he did not
know.
Ziafat took an internship
with Prestonwood Bible
Contact Joanne Tang at
Church in Piano, Texas, and
spent two years there under jtang@liberty.edu.
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OPINION

"If that government is not able or willing to do it, the international community has
to do something about it. It cannot sit idle and complain that
yet again we have had mass killings."
— U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan
".lime u<), 2(in.t

A Global Community
A call for awareness of international issues
why nothing was done to
help.

Most Americans feel fairly knowledgeable about international affairs. The news is always covering a story in Iraq or
Afghanistan, and it seems that our government and troops are
involved everywhere. However, if a nation were mentioned that
has no U.S. involvement, would you still feel knowledgeable? If
you have ever picked up a local newspaper or read through an
online news Web site, you will notice that little or nothing is said
in regards to a nation unless there are American troops, civilians or money involved.

In 2005, a 21-year civil war
in Sudan ended "peacefully."
The war between the ruling
Islamic Arabs in the north
and the tribal Christian and
animistic Blacks in the south
was due to the attempt to
establish Islamic Sharia Law
Recently, two international stories have made U.S. head- hilarydyer
in the southern region.
lines. Not surprisingly, they included the involvement of AmerAccording
to
BBC
News,
the
violence
cost the lives of an estiicans. Just a few weeks ago, John Mark Karr of the unsolved
mated
1.5
million
people.
The
damage
done and lives lost canJonBenet Ramsey murder case put Thailand in American news.
not
be
quickly
fixed.
In
this
case,
Christians
were being perseCNN.com reported that Karr was being held in Bangkok for
cuted,
yet
even
the
church
within
America
did
little on behalf of
unrelated sexual assault charges. Suddenly the American
their
Sudanese
brothers
and
sisters.
media, however briefly, acknowledged the rampant child prostitution and sex trade taking place in Thailand.
Today in Darfur, the northern region of Sudan, another war
is
still
being waged. The ruling Islamic regime is Arabic and
Similarly, while international news Web sites and humanitarian groups have been documenting the violence in Sudan for while the residents of Darfur are also Muslim, they are black.
some time, it took the release of Paul Salopek, an American The Arabic militia has been accused of performing an ethnic
journalist who was held prisoner, for Sudan to gain newswor- cleansing. Be warned. Ethnic cleansing is simply a pseudonym
for genocide.
thiness in the United States.
The trend is obvious, and it is not a new development. Yet..
can the American media be blamed? Society recognizes that the
media publishes and broadcasts what sells. So the lack of international news coverage is largely due to the lack of viewer interest, unless of course, an American is involved.

bly ignore it. It's far easier to let the responsibility lay on the
shoulders of the government or those who we deem to be social
activists. However, the responsibility is ours.
Our love for Christ is proved by our love for others. It is a love
that must transcend borders and cultures, just as Christ does.
Romans 5:12 says, "So in Christ we who are many form one
body, and each member belongs to all the others." If Christians
truly identified themselves with one another as a part of the
body of Christ, would they not care much more for the other
members of the body around the world?
Wherever there is a follower of Christ whether in the United
States, Sudan, Thailand or Iraq, there is my sister or my brother.
Furthermore, regardless of any person's faith, as a Christian I
am to have compassion on others and according to James 1:27,
"to look after the widows and orphans in their distress..."

How do we go about this? If we are not informed we will
never pop the Liberty "bubble," let alone the American "bubble." As students at Liberty University, we must get involved in
the community. In order to be informed about the international
community, it is obvious that we are going to have to make
more of an effort. Check out news web sites with in-depth information on the nations, such as the BBC News Web site. World
Sudanese government officials have asked African Union Vision also has a lot of useful information posted online. In
peacekeepers to leave, and have also refused to allow United regard to Darfur, www.mtvU.com | contains an activist page
Nations to deploy peacekeeping troops within the region, with information about Sudan as well as ways you can get
reported BBC News. Once the region is devoid of peacekeeping involved.
troops, the government*vill be free to continue their quest of
Once you are informed, pray and take any other action you
"ethnic cleansing." are able. Remember, our brother is Iraqi and our sister is
Will we allow a repeat of Rwanda?As Americans, we identify Sudanese. We are called to acknowledge and care for the diswith other Americans and place our concerns there. While I tressed. It's easy to say that we love others, but until we actually
don't agree with it, I can at least understand the American pub- know them, we cannot live out the love of Christ. "For Christ's
lic's lack of interest in certain international matters. I cannot love compels us, because we are convinced that one died for all,
and therefore all died," 2 Corinthians 5:14.
understand the lack of concern within the church.

In 1994, the U.N. received sufficient warning of an imminent
massacre occurring in Rwanda. The U.N. stood by, insisting
there was nothing they could do. President Bill Clinton offered
"my condolences," according to a speech published on PBS.org.
The Web site also published a public address by Clinton, in
which he said of the genocide in Rwanda, "...I mention it only
because there are a sizable number of Americans there and it is
a very tense situation." Ten years and over 800,000 deaths
The abuse of humankind is rampant throughout the world.
later, Hollywood makes a film about it and Americans wonder Even if it made our news headlines every day, we would proba-

Contact Hilary Dyer at hadyer@liberty.edu.
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• Ugandan rebels known as the Lord's Resistance Army has
emerged in southern Sudan. LRA leaders will be meeting with
the Uganda government and UN humanitarian chief Jan
Egeland for peace talks. The LRA has been tormenting Uganda
for 20 yt'ars. The International Criminal Court has indicted the
five LRA leaders, reports the BBC News Web site.

\TZ tiOd? TVRti TO DECIDE• According to the New York Times International News,
the government controlled New China News Agency will monitor all foreign news content coming into China, thereby further
censoring the content of information received by the Chinese
public.

• Around the world and especially within the U.S., services and
moments of silence were observed in memorial of the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks that occurred five years ago. According to
Foxnews.com, sympathies from nations across the world are a
sign of the changes brought forth in the international community in the days since y/11.
• The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
Web site, lRlNnews.org, reports that Maoist rebels in Nepal are
forcing children to join the rebellion by abducting them during
their daily commute to school.
0
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COMMENTARY
Remembering 9/11 with propriety and sorrow
Five years ago, I remember exactly where I was. I
remember everything like it
happened yesterday. I
remember what life was
like on the morning of Sept.
11, 2001. I was a junior in
high school, sitting in my
chemistry class battling a
sleepy haze. My best friend
and I were quizzing each
other over the periodical
table. Remembering that
Na stood for Sodium was
the only thing on my mind S t e p h e n n e l s o n
that morning.
An announcement over the PA system broke our concentration as our principal instructed each classroom to
turn on their TVs. My classmates and I struggled to grasp
what was occurring. We couldn't fully comprehend what
was taking place. We had so many questions, so many
concerns and so many uncertainties. The one thing we
did know was that everything was about to change.
In the years since 9/11, things have indeed changed.
For many Americans, the change was life-altering; claiming the lives of loved ones. For others it has meant the
sacrifice of their lives as they battle on the frontlines in
the war on terror. Almost 3,000 people were killed in the
events of 9/11, America continues to pay with humans
lives through the war efforts of Operation Enduring
Freedom, which has claimed 330 lives thus far, according
to the Washington Post Web site at press time.
This Sept. 11, the fifth anniversary of the attacks that
ravaged our nation will be observed. Though there the
plans to build a memorial tower is in the works, it seems

I wanted to comment on Ms. Mitchell's article. Try
not to take an insult if someone assumes the Editor-inChief is a "he." You can laugh at it (as my wife did when
she worked as a budget analyst here and they asked to
speak to "him" simply because her name is Michal),
People tend to lean on the "safe" side when looking for a
leader by going with "he" rather than "she." I wasn't
"sure if you were trying to say titles needed to be
changed because they are politically incorrect or not.
People are more vocal about "political correctness" and
it has become an attack on Christianity and a way to
change Scripture (thus the Today's New International
Version of the Bible).
Women have a role in the church and in the home.
Scripture teaches the equality of men and women, but
establishes the male as the leader of both home and
church. Does that make man better than the woman or
even state that all men are more qualified to lead than
women? No, but God still establishes the man to lead.
Unfortunately we've seen in our culture and throughout
history, men who haven't stepped up to lead, thus the
woman has stepped into a place of leadership that God
has not called her too. Does this mean God does not
bless or is not pleased? No, but women are not called to
have leadership roles in church or home. God definitely
gives women the gifts of prophecy and other leadership

noted that United 93 grossed over $31 million at the box
office according to figures listed on www.boxofficecmojo.com). The question is, was this the appropriate time?
American culture is dominated by the entertainment Five years may seem like a long time, but in actuality it's
industry. However, that doesn't mean the best way to not. If I can recall my own account of that day with relacommemorate one of the worst tragedies in our nations
history was through the production of films. Films not tive ease, imagine the survivors, victims' family members
only commercialize the horrific events of 9/11, but capi- and other onlookers who were directly affected by the
talize on it as well. Rather, it is a dayt that deserves to De terrorist attacks of 9/11.
commemorated with both propriety and sorrow.

that most of the tributes to the events of Sept. 11 will be
through film and television.

The Lower Manhattan Development Corporation is in
the early stages of erecting a tower at Ground Zero in
memorial of those whose lives were lost in the World
Trade Center. Aptly named The Freedom Tower, it will
stand approximately 1,776 feet tall and will be New York
City's tallest beacon to date. According to MSNBC.com,
the 16-acre site will accommodate five towers and will be
completed in 2012. The memorial will be opened to the
public in 2009.

Yet much more attention has been given to the media,
proving that even in our grief, we remain a society that
demands to be entertained. Much of the focus has been
on the release of two motion pictures, "United 93" and
"World Trade Center."
"United 93" recounts the story of the courageous passengers of United Flight 93. According to the Internet
Movie Data Base, overdo family members of the passengers cooperated to make the film as detailed and true to
character as possible. Oliver Stone, director of "World
Trade Center," also conducted extensive research into
the lives of the firefighters, who his film revolves around.

"Even in our grief, we
remain a society that
demands to be entertained."
Regardless of where it took place, the attacks that
occurred on American soil affected us all. Americans
alive at the time will never forget what happened that
day, or where they were or what they were doing. The
nation is still healing, and yes, looking back in reflection
helps Americans see how far they've come. But the commercialization of 9/11 through the entertainment industry is hardly the way to commemorate our fallen heroes.

Contact Stephen Nelson at

sanels0n2@liberty.edu.

There is no doubt that these films are moving and have
gone to great lengths to be accurate, nor any question
that these stories ought to be told (however, it should be

type gifts, but not for the purpose of being the pastor of
a church. Some people take Scripture out of context in
an attempt to "put women in their place." However,
there are also those who try to rid the Scriptures of their
context saying women can be in a leadership role in the
church and other things that are equally*wrong.
Christians do need to understand we are all one in
Christ. We argue too much on issues of non-essentials
or ethnicities or the role of male and female. We need
to stop trying to be gain "power" (be it deacons of a
church trying to run out a pastor or a person being a
pastor simply because they want to be in charge and
have an "easy life") and fill our place in the body as God
calls us. Men need to step up and serve as the leaders
at home by their examples of godliness, love, and graceful leadership.
Mike Massey
Associate Dean of Men, Liberty University

I read Kari Mitchell's article found it very thought
provoking. I did have some disagreements though.
Throughout your article it seems like you believe men and
women should be the same. In my opinion, men and
women are equal, but different because God has assigned
different body types and roles to each gender. Men cannot
bear children like women can and God has instilled a
"motherly love" in females to complement their ability to
have children. The most qualified person should staff most
coporate jobs, whether male or female. Proverbs 31 shows
that women can thrive in the work world, yet some jobs are

better suited for men because of physical make up.
Not being a Bible scholar, I will not attempt to iaterpret
the 1 Tim. 2:11-15 and 1 Cor. 11:5-6 passages; they are just
tough! But I believe you took Galatians 3:28 out of context.
You said, "People should understand we are all one in
Christ, regardless of race, gender or anything else that may
make us different from our neighbors." Although I agree
with your point to some extent, I do not think you can use
that passage to justify your argument.
If you read the verse in its immediate context I think the
verse is talking about our standing before God in our salvation:
"For you are all sons of God through faith in Christ
Jesus. For all of you who were baptized into Christ have
clothed yourselves with Christ. There is neither Jew nor
Greek, there is neither slave nor free man, and there is neither male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus."
It is saying if you are "in Christ" then there is no distinction in your salvation before God and we are all "heirs
according to promise." I don't think Paul is advocating the
body of Christ to have geriderless roles.
So what exactly is my point? What should a woman's
role in the church be? I don't know. I haven't really studied
it at all. Just be careful about letting the idea that men and
women are the same influence your writing. To reiterate my
belief: men and women are equal, but God has created us
differently for different roles.
Chris Pascarella
Sophomore, Liberty University
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Start saving money: Trips are coming your way
you in to all the monuments and the history of
the country, you'll never be lost because he
also speaks German.
Anyone enrolled in his class can experience
the
tour not only as an educational experience
It is said that the best way to learn a culture
and
excursion from school, but also for three
is to immerse yourself completely in it. How
about escaping the classroom to experience hours of academic credit.
His wife, Gayle Saxon, Assistant Dean of
the world for yourself?
Arts
and Sciences, has traveled the continent
Textbook pages will come alive for some
this spring. During this time, a trio of interna- with him and encourages students with an
tional travels will take hundreds of students interest to participate.
"A trip to Germany while you are taking the
on a globe-sweeping adventure.
The first of those trips will take place March class on Germany is what I call the 'ultimate
8-17 when the English and Modern Language field trip' experience," she said. "Students will
Department transports students to the beau- not only read about the concentration camp
ty of Southern Spain. Students will spend a at Dachau, but will actually walk through the
day in the capital city of Madrid before going gates. A visit to the Checkpoint Charlie
to Granada, passing through countryside Museum in Berlin will show students how
much the world has changed
made famous by Don
in their lifetime."
Quixote. A trip through hisStudents can contact Mrs.
"..A visit to the
torical Seville then leads to
Saxon at gsaxon@liberty.edu
the ancient Roman city of
Checkpoint Charlie toget involved. The trip will
Cordoba.
cost approximately $2,000.
"Every student should conSchool may be out in May,
sider traveling abroad to ..will show students
but a group of students will
expand their understanding
how much the
still be setting off on another
of the world and to take
advantage of student dislearning experience when the
counts," said James Grant, world has changed English department leaves for
professor of English. "Spain is
Dublin and London. The
in their lifetime." event will have an emphasis
one of the most breathtaking
countries in the world with a
on the United Kingdom's
unique history and a fascinatGayle Saxon
importance to literary history.
ing mix of cultures. It is a
Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences
Students can gain class credit
must-see foi anyone interestfor the trip by signing up for
ed in foreign travel. This tour
ENGL 497 and completing an
really explores Spain and all
online class.
of its richness at a very reasonable price."
"Reading Jane Austen's novels is exciting,
That price? $2,088. Those interested can but to actually be at the Roman baths she
contact Grant at jgrant2@liberty.edu or describes always gives you goose bumps,"
attend an informational meeting on Sept. 19 English professor Dr. Brenda Ayres said.
at 6:30 p.m. in DH 1077.
"Charles Dickens indisputably was the master
Another tour will take place during March
of imaginative detail, but to walk through
9-16, when the History department spends a
Lincoln's Inn Fields in London is really to be
week in Germany. There, students can tread
there.
These literary tours have got to be the
the same ground on which some of the most
most
wonderful,
enriching ways of studying
world-changing events took place. One hisliterature
possible
for faculty and students
torical highlight of the journey will take place
alike."
when students cross into Dachau, site of one
The first stop on the trip will be an
of the first Nazi concentration camps of
overnight
stay in Dublin. From there, stuWorld War II.
dents
will
cross
the Irish Sea and enjoy a day
After residing in Europe for five years and
in
North
Wales
taking in the presence of the
studying modern Europe, specifically
Beaumaris
and
Warwick
castles before retracGermany, along with World War II and the
ing
the
steps
of
Shakespeake
ih StratfordHolocaust, Dr. Timothy Saxon, Associate
upon-Avon.
The
trip
concludes
with
two days
Professor of History, makes an ideal tour
in
London
seeing
sights
such
as
Buckingham
guide for the journey. Not only will he clue
Palace, St. Paul's Cathedral and Westminster
By Devin Olson

NEWS REPORTER

Abbey.
EF Tours, the company Liberty has partnered with for years, is one of the leaders in
student travel. Not only do they set up hotels
and restaurants, they arrange travel and offer
insurance for lost baggage and flight cancellation. They also provide tour guides, to give
students an expert's look at the rich cultural
history of wherever they may be, whether it is
London, Spain or Germany.
One concern, with recent terrorist activity,
is for safety in overseas travel. Ayres notes
that the tours are being conducted in conjunction with experienced travel professionals.
"EF Tours, a large, well-networked, international educational tour company that
makes all of the arrangements, keeps track of
possible danger and will change schedules
appropriately," she said. "They do have procedures in place in case there is danger or
incident, and they insure all travelers."
Interested students will need to pay $2,329
for the trip, and can contact Ayres at
bayres@liberty.edu.
Contact Devin Olson at
liberty.edu.
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DON'T FIND YOURSELF ON THE OTHER SIDE — This prison
cell in Dachau, a Nazi concentration camp, used to house
prisoners of the Holocaust.
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WHAT A SIGHT TO BEHOLD — Students will get the chance to visit places like this prisoner building in Germany.

Photos speak a million words

For the Glory of God

By Joanne Tang
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The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
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We watch documentaries, see photos and
hear stories from those who have traveled to
far-off lands, but rarely have we been given
such a close glimpse into nations and people
leading everyday lives.
From Sept. 15 to Oct. 15, photographs from
five artists will be displayed on campus, near
the ILRC. The artists, who have worked or are
currently working in countries within the
Pacific Rim, work under conditions of extreme
restriction.
In countries such as Indonesia, where 88
percent of the population is Muslim, according to the CIA World Factbook, there is much
resistance to a different point of view.
The artists, whose names must be kept
secret because of security reasons, are identified by their initials. DT, GD, SS and DH have
all contributed snapshots of what they see in
the countries they have been aiding. From festivals to factory workers, they capture the spirit of nations and the reasons for more people
to take interest in the lives of their citizens.
Sponsored by the department of Visual
Communication Arts and the School of
Communication, the exhibition promises to
show students a region rarely seen and rarely
heard of.
"(It) takes on a social commentary," said
Todd Smith, professor of communications. He
and Professor Daniel Henrich collaborated on
bringing the exhibit to life. Working with the
Center for Global Ministry, the goal is to show
students the contributions that are being
made in these countries and to encourage
them to use their talents, whether in photography, art or writing, to help the people in the
Pacific-Rim.
"(Missions) needs technical people," said
Henrich. He said that many people do not see
themselves fitting into a "traditional role"
within missions, but "there are opportunities
for journalists and photographers."
The photographers each selected their
favorite photographs and sent them. They
each describe their work, recalling memories
and giving viewers a back story to each image.
After the exhibition, plans are to place the
photos in a church or take them to another
university.
"I'd like them to see the people, who are not
much different than us, and be burdened to
pray," Henrich said.
Contact Jounne Tany atjtanydoliberty.edu.

IN THE FLICKER OF CANDLELIGHT — A Chinese man worships at a Buddhist temple in Penang, Malaysia.

GILDED IN GOLD — Clad in ornate traditional dress, this
girl is taking part in the annual Loy Krathong festival in
Chiang Mai, Thailand.

THE BRIGHTEST SMILE — This woman is Thai Dam, the
minority group in Laos. They are known for weaving silk
and cotton into elaborate and colorful art and clothing.
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Volleyball

Baer's Blathers

The Lady Flames
drop all three
matches to topnotch opponents
this weekend.

Matthew Baer
examines the poor
USA play in the
World Basketball
Championship
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Liberty
Cross
Country
has solid
showing

was picked to capture second in the overall with a time of 24:14, finish- Jordan McDougal. With a photo finconference, according to conference ing 18 seconds ahead of his nearest ish, third place was won by Jelen
SPORTS REPORTER
competitor, David Kemboi of with a time of 25:00.10, with the
coaches.
younger McDougal less than a tick
Championship dreams start now.
On Saturday, the teams traveled Norfolk State.
McDougal, who won last year's behind in 25:00.50. Both runners
The beginning of a new season is to Charlottesville, Va., to compete in
where the dream breathes its first University of Virginia's Lou Onesty Big South cross country champi- are expected to be forces this year
breath.
Invitational. The Invitational served onships, also finished fourth in the and challengers to make the nationat
the
National al meet.
As the 2006 cross country season as Liberty's first race of the season. nation
Liberty's fourth runner and 16th
kicked off Saturday morning,
Despite early morning starts for Championships in Terre Haute, Ind.
Liberty University runners showed the men and women, they proved
"I pretty much just held a tempo overall was Drew Ponder with a time
the Big South Conference that this that they were ready. With a lop- pace for the first three miles before of 25:55. Ponder, coming off a sucyear there would be a battle towards sided victory for the men and a breaking away," McDougal said. cessful outdoor track season, looked
the National Championships.
fourth-place finish for the women, "This was a good opener for us to ready for the cross-country trails.
In preseason polls, Liberty's men Liberty looked to be in fine fashion build confidence and finally race
after all the training."
were the clear favorite to once again for the year.
Please see CROSS COUNTRY, page B4
win the Big South Conference chamThen a battle for third emerged
On the men's side, Ail-American
pionship, while the women's team Josh McDougal took first place with Liberty's own Jarvis Jelen and
By David Hunt

Flames football incinerates GSC at home
By David Thompson
SPORTS REPORTER

Liberty came out firing on
all cylinders in the followup to Head Coach Danny
Rocco's Liberty debut.
In the first half of the
game, the Flames nearly
matched their entire point
total from last week's domination of St. Paul's College.
Liberty exited the half leading by a score of 24-0.
Rashad Jennings showed
that last week's performance was no fluke, putting
up numbers very similar to
Liberty's last game, which
was also his Flames debut.
He rushed for 161 yards
against Glenville State
College, scoring, all three of
the Flames first-half touchdowns,
"Stat-wise, I don't try to
pay any attention to that,"
Jennings said. "As long as
we get that 'W,' that doesn't
matter."
The first player since
Liberty alumnus Samkon
Gado to rush for 100 yards
in consecutive games,
Jennings was quick to give
credit to whom it was due.
"I give all the glory to God,"
he said.
Fans looking for a repeat
performance of last game's
shutout very nearly got one
as
Liberty's
red-zone
defense seemed like a brick
wall and neutralized most

of Glenville State's scoring
opportunities.
Highlighting
Liberty's
defensive effort was a spectacular rundown by defensive captain Manny Rojas.
"I will show one play to
the whole football team on
Monday: Manny chasing
that guy down. That says it
all," said Rocco.
GSC quarterback Michael
Williams completed a pass
to Da Mon Lindsey, who
avoided a tackle, and looked
to have a sure touchdown.
Rojas, with an astonishing
burst of speed, came from
behind him and dragged
him down at Liberty's sixyard-line.
In the first-and-goal situation, the Pioneers threw an
incomplete pass, rushed for
no gain, and threw another
incomplete pass, finding
themselves facing a fourth
down. Instead of attempting a field goal, Glenville
State did what they had
done all night — attempted
a fourth-down conversion.
They were successful,
erasing the chance for
Liberty's first consecutiveshutout streak since 1974.
The Pioneers would not
score again, and Liberty finished strong, winning by a
final score of 31-7.
"I wanted [the shutout]
bad," said Stevie Ray Lloyd,
whose interception in the
first quarter served as one

By Jennifer Schmidt
SPORTS REPORTER

JESSICA W E B E R

DENIED — Glenville State receiver Da Mon Lindsey thought he was home free for six, but senior linebacker
Manny Rojas had other plans as he chased Lindsey and dragged him down at the six-yard-line.

of only two turnovers by
GSC, the other coming on a
failed fourth-down conversion.
Improved from last week
was the kicking game,
which performed flawlessly,
converting all four attempted extra points, as well as a
field-goal.
The special teams defense
was also impressive, blocking
Glenville's
only
attempted field goal. "I
think a lot of times, the
heartbeat of the football

team is out there on the we need to work on, during
special teams," said Rocco. the week... they were comThe Flames passing game ing out in a lot of coverages
also showed some life that we didn't like."
was not there last game,
Perhaps most perplexing
due to the wind and rain. for Liberty fans was the
"The weather was night and seeming lack of momentum
day," said quarterback that carried from the first
Brock Smith.
half to the second.
Smith's longest pass was
The team was limited to
21 yards, and his average
was around 10 yards-per- one touchdown in the second half, after scoring three
completion.
Referring to the lack of plus a field goal in the first
intermediate passing Smith half.
Please see FOOTBALL, page B2
said, "There's plenty of stuff

Liberty Hockey looks to thrive in new league
By Steve Clark
SPORTS REPORTER

Men's Soccer
gets swept
at home

tournament and knocking off perennial heavyweight programs like Michigan State, Penn
State and others.
"Last year ended up being a great year for us
because of the exposure we got with playing so
well in the DII National Tournament, but it left
us wanting more. We had too many games last
year where we won 10-1 and our team was hungry to go the next level, to prove ourselves
against the best," Boettger said.
Moving to the ACHA Division I level, which is
a step below the DI level that includes powerhouse hockey programs like Minnesota,
Harvard and Boston University, Liberty is
advancing into rarefied air.

"Every game that we play this season is going
to be a test for us. We're playing against the top
teams at each school, every game is going to be
like playing playoff hockey," said Assistant
Coach Jeff Lowes.
Most coaches would be nervous about moving
their team to the next level. Not so says Handy.
"We know that we have the talent and the
support to go to this level and play well. We've
only been practicing a week and already we've
seen a new level of commitment and ability
from our team. Whether it be a freshman like
Kyle Dodson, who has shown up like he's ready
to dominate, or the whole team coming in and
competing and doing their jobs with crispness
and intensity, our guys are looking to take it to the next level."
It's not just the level of talent
that has Handy confident about
this season. "It has been amazing
the support that we have received
from the administration, as well
as the student body," he said. "I
can't tell you how much it means
to us to see people like Reverend
Falwell and Dr. Godwin at our
games, providing the financial
support they have.
"Also, to see how the community and the student body have
embraced us, with guys coming in
with their shirts off and bodies
painted, going crazy at the games.
Our fans have come alongside us
and pushed us to do our best."

In sports, teams always talk about playing at a
level of excellence that will accomplish their
goals. Most programs will send the recruiting
letters, talk to fans, and even talk to their players about laying their hearts on the line every
game. But when it comes time for the effort to
match the words, a lot of programs fall short.
After taking a look at Liberty University's
men's hockey team, you'd be hard-pressed to
say that their efforts do not line up with their
words.
"Last year was the year where our team's
dreams became their reality," said
Head Coach Kirk Handy, who is
going into his sixth season at that
position. "We made a commitment
at the start of the year to pursue
excellence and God blew us away
with what we were able to accomplish."
With the team playing at the
Division II level last season, there
were new challenges all around for
a very young, but talented hockey
team composed primarily of freshman and sophomores and a select
few seniors.
Assistant Head Coach Jeff
Boettger said, "There were a lot of
questions about what would happen last year. We knew we had a
lot of talent, but we didn't know
what was going to happen."
ALEX TOWI RS
What happened was Liberty TIME FOR A NEW START — For the first time in its history, Liberty University hockey will begin its home
ended up going to the ACHA D-II schedule on its own campus. The LaHaye Ice Center will host the Flames this season, starting on Sept. 22.

After having a home
game against GardnerWebb cancelled last week
due to excessive rain, the
men's soccer team traveled
to Radford this past
Tuesday for their first conference game of the season.
Liberty's men had not
lost a game to Radford
since 2000 and even broke
the Highlander's undefeated winning streak last season when they came to
Liberty.
Much like Liberty's season
opener
against
Longwood, Tuesday's game
presented many scoring
opportunities, but few
results.
Liberty managed to get
off
seven
shots to
Radford's eight, yet the
game remained scoreless at
the half. Things changed
quickly in the second half
when only five minutes in,
Radford got a quick shot
into Liberty's goal, making
the game 1-0.
Play remained very physical as each team fought for
control of the ball, yet the
Highlanders were able to
slip another goal through
the Flames defense during
the 74th minute of the
game, putting the Flames
behind 2-0.
After a foul in the box on
Liberty,
Radford was
afforded a penalty kick that
led to their third goal of the
match.
The Flames finally got
on the board when, with
less than two minutes of
play remaining, sophomore forward Toby Lewis,
a regular starter and offensive threat for the Flames,
netted Liberty's lone goal
off an assist from senior
Darryl Roberts.

Please see MEN'S SOCCER, page B3

Life
At

Liberty
Women's Soccer
vs. Charleston
Southern
Sat. 2 p.m.

Please see HOCKEY, page 4
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FOOTBALL: Flames start 2-0
Continued from page B1

"I wasn't going to leave the (first string
players) out there tonight, midway
through the third quarter, and I wasn't
going to do it last week, either. I just don't
think it's the right thing to do," said
Rocco.
"What we're trying to do in the second
half is really to get the second team experience," Smith said.
Jennings, like last week's game, saw
very little action in the second half. "I get
better as I go... I'm looking forward to

(playing later in the game)," he said. To
put it in perspective he added, "I'd rather
not be in there, that means the score looks
like this."
Next Saturday Liberty begins a road trip
that features games against Towson,
Savannah State, and concludes at Wake
Forest, Liberty's only Division I-A opponent this season.
The Flames are off to their best start
since 1997, when after starting out 2-0,
Liberty finished with a 9-2 record.

This past month or so, there has been a lot
of news about the World Basketball
Championship.
The United States sent some of the best
and highest-paid players in the NBA to
Japan to compete against 24 other countries
for the gold medal.
Remembering all its past failures, the U.S.
team decided to devise a new plan to get the
gold - starting with their coach. Instead of
sending one of the best coaches in the NBA
to lead the team, the U.S. sent one of the best,
if not the best coach in college basketball to
Japan — Mike Krzyzewski.
Coach K, as he is affectionately known,
took a bunch of superstars from different
teams in the NBA, and tried to mold them
into a team - a team not filled with a superstar mentality, but with players who would
shed their "superstar" status to work together for a gold medal.
Coach K took Lebron James, Carmelo
Anthony, Dwayne Wade, Antawn Jamison,
Kirk Hinrich and several other high caliber
NBA players to practice for weeks so he could
infuse his coaching philosophy into this team
to bring in the team attitude.
. The outcome looked promising as they
began exhibition play.
The U.S. and all its fans expected nothing
less than a gold medal in the WBC considering that they were sending so many high caliber players.
What resulted in the WBC was beautiful to
begin. The USA won game after game in
exhibition - most of them blowouts - sending even more optimism into the U.S. basketball fans.
After seven straight wins, the U.S. took on
Greece for the chance to move on to the
finals.
You wouldn't think that Greece would give
them too hard of a fight considering they do
not even have a NBA player on their team.
The result of that game was a U.S. loss by a
tally of 101-95.
The really sad thing about this was the fact
that the U.S. had a lead of 12 before Greece
went on a tear in the second and third quarters, turning that deficit into a 14-point lead
and a semifinal win.
The United States basketball team had to

Contact David Thompson at dbthompson@liberty.edu.

A L E X TOWERS

SMACKED — The Liberty defense has been lights out to this point in the season. The Flames have given up just
seven points in two games and have only surrendered 362 total yards to their first two opponents combined.
Liberty looks to keep this trend intact as it heads to Towson Saturday to take on the Tigers.

settle for a bronze medal in Japan - a bronze
medal for a team that owned the biggest
names in basketball.
The players on the USA team probably
make more per year combined in the NBA
than the yearly GDP of most of the countries
they were playing.
If this team does not qualify for status
among the most underachieving teams in
sports history, it will be one of the biggest
oversights in our solar system.
The team could not hit three-pointers at
all, let alone the clutch threes. They were
poor on defense and got torn up on the pickand-roll.
The worst part about this team is that they
cannot even show good sportsmanship.
Only a few of the players, along with Coach
K, went to half court to congratulate the surprise Greece team. Most of them jetted to the
locker room to soak themselves in their sad
performance.
Greece moved on to the finals and lost
badly to Spain by a score of 70-47. The team
that beat the United States in the semis got
stomped on by Spain, a country that is not
well known for its basketball play.
So, how bad was the U.S. team exactly?
The USA team came back out the next day
to play Argentina for the bronze medal game
and really handed it to a tired Argentina
team. The U.S. defeated the Argentineans by
15 with a 96-81 whipping.
Why, then, Aid the U.S. play such a strong
game against Argentina yet not against
Greece? Was it just underplaying? Was it
playing to the competition's level? Or was it
just bad execution?
I say that it was bad execution on the USA
coaches and players who just didn't know
how to turn up the heat, even though they
had the opportunity to win gold.
I don't believe that the U.S. team was bad.
I think they were the best team in the WBC.
They just underperformed just as the last
several USA teams have done.
The U.S. team showed what is wrong with
American culture - laziness sets in and we
don't work hard enough to achieve our goals.
Contact Matthew Baer at mdbaer@liberty.edu
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Lady Flames suffer consecutive shutouts
By Jared Pierce
ASSISTANT SPORTS RDITOR

Not to be outdone by the Men's Soccer
team, who played top-ranked North
Carolina on Saturday, the Lady Flames
matched up against a top 25 opponent
from the state of North Carolina.
The Lady Flames took on the 20th
ranked Wake Forest Demon Deacons at
the Virginia Tech Tournament in
Blacksburg on Friday. It was the third
opportunity for Liberty to play a major
conference school this season and the second ACC foe.
"We're definitely not scared," said head
coach James Price. "There's no pressure
on us. All the pressure is on the bigger
schools to perform. I think we have come a
long way though. A few seasons ago they
could have had a bad day and still beat us,
but now if we play well we have an opportunity to beat them on any given day."
Unfortunately, the Lady Flames didn't
catch Wake Forest on a bad day.
The Demon Deacons scored on a corner
kick in the fourth minute of the game.
Quickly down and facing a heavy favorite
on the road, the Lady Flames needed to
bounce back quickly and gain some
momentum.
Wake Forest struck again, however, in
the 42nd minute and the half would end 2o in favor of the Demon Deacons. With a
10-3 disparity in shot total, it is no surprise the Lady Flames found themselves
down at the half.
Liberty didn't fare much better in the
second half. They managed to get off only
four shots and allowed Wake Forest two
more goals. Both came late in the game

Price noted there would have to be minor conference opponent Charleston Southern
with the first coming in the 76th minute
adjustments made. The adjustments won't (2-1) at home on Saturday, September 16
and the second in the 84th minute.
Starting the weekend with a 4-0 loss was be made to play clown to competition, but at 2 p.m.
rather to fit the pace of Big South soccer.
Contact Jared Pierce at jpierce.2(ffilibernot what the Lady Flames wanted.
Senior goalkeeper Katherine Neff, who
The Lady Flames next game is against ty, edu.
has been competing with freshman
Michelle Rich for the starting job as
goalkeeper, made three saves and
allowed two goals. Rich, who took
over in the second half, also allowed
two goals but did make four saves.
The Lady Flames played their second ACC opponent of the weekend in
the form of the host Virginia Tech
Hokies. Liberty cornered itself early
for the second game in a row. The
Hokies scored in the ninth minute
and quickly again in the 15th minute.
After falling into a 2-0 deficit, the
Lady Flames could do little to mount
a comeback against the Hokies.
The game ended with the Hokies on
top 2-0. With the loss, the Lady
Flames fall to 2-4 on the season.
Goalkeeping was again split
between Neff and Rich. Neff gave up
the two lone goals, but did make five
saves. Rich also made five saves and
shut the Hokies out in the second
half.
According to Price, the use of both
players at goal will end after this
weekend. "Our plan was to have a
starter in mind before conference play
began. They've known about this and
are fine with it. Both girls have played
well and it is going to be a tough decision for us."
The Lady Flames hope to improve
LF.S SCIIOPER
that record for the upcoming conferFOCUSED — Junior foward Ashley Braam, who has two goals on the season, and the Lady Flame offense were held scoreless
ence play.
during the Virginia Tech Tournament in Blacksburg.

MEN'S SOCCER: Flames hope to rebound in conference play against VMI
Continued from page B1

Head Coach Jeff Alder said, "We
got through the first half of the
game and the second half started
fantastic until we had a small mistake and Radford was able to convert that into a goal."
Alder affirms that his defense did
not break down, only that Radford
capitalized on a few poor clearances by Liberty.
"It's early in the season and we
have had a few games cancelled,
thus we've played less than some of
the teams we are facing. This is a
learning experience for us," Alder
said.
Liberty's offensive line has produced 32 shots in its last two games
but netted only two goals.
Nevertheless, Alder is optimistic.
"The goals will come. We have had
chances and created opportunities
- now we need goals." After assessing the situation, senior goalkeeper
Kevin Mahan observed, "We didn't
put in a good enough effort against
Radford, but this is a little bump.
We're knit together as a team and
this should be our greatest season."
Saturday, Liberty hosted the topranked North Carolina Tar Heels in
front of more than 2,300 fans.
Though it was not a conference
match, the intensity and level of
play put out by the Flames was
incredibly high.
During the first half, the Flames
saw numerous chances at goals

from the consistent play of Roberts
and Lewis - who hit the crossbar in
one especially close shot.
The Flames defense and midfield
held North Carolina to only five
shots and the first half closed with
a scoreless tie. Possession ranged
from one end ofthe playingfieldto
the other in the second half.
Liberty allowed only one corner
kick to North Carolina, yet took
four on the other end of the field.
Halfway through the second half,
the Tar Heels quickly
converted a change of
possession into a goal
only eight yards out
from Liberty's net.
Liberty sophomore
midfielder J o s h u a
Boateng, a transfer
from Virginia Tech,
and Roberts, whose
bicycle kick in the 87th
minute nicked the top
ofthe crossbar, continued to create opportunities, but could not
garner a goal.
Despite out shooting
North Carolina 13-11,
the game ended with
the Tar Heels on top 1-

echoed those sentiments. "I'm glad
we escaped a loss here - they
played stronger than we did in the
first half, though we were able to
even it out in the second."
Bolowich said that he was not
surprised by the tempo of the
game. "Liberty's record is not
indicative of their talent - they are
a good team."
From Alder's perspective, this
game was another indication that
Liberty needs one or two of those

close goals they seem to get each
game to start going in.
"North Carolina is a good team
and was able to break up some
plays that we need to learn how to
restart. But we created chances and
it will come." Alder added that after
today's game, Liberty's squad has
set the standard for themselves and
now have a good amount of confidence going into their next set of
conference games.
On Tuesday, the Flames (1-2) go

on the road to face Big South
Conference opponent VMI (1-3).
The next home game for the
Flames will be September 19th
when they host conference rival
Coastal Carolina.
The 3-1 loss to Radford gives the
Flames a 0-1 record in the Big
South conference.
Contact Jennifer Schmidt at
jschmidt@liberty.edu.

0.

"Liberty has a lot of
talent and they played
well and created many
chances," noted Liberty fan AJ Serafini.
North Carolina head
coach Elmar Bolowich

SPEEDING
TICKET?
You CAN defend yourself in
court with a notarized affidavit of
speedometer calibration.

CALEB ATKINS

ROUNDING THE BLOCK—Senior foward Darryl Roberts takes advantage of the block from a teammate. Roberts has one goal and an assist for the season.
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CROSS COUNTRY: Josh
McDougal dominates again
Continued from page B1

"We have a very solid top-five and we really
worked together today as a team pulling each
other along," Ponder said. "Our goal is to
make nationals and perform."
Just behind Ponder, coming in 19th place
overall, was Joshua Edmonds in 25:57.
Edmonds is a promising new runner in the
Liberty program.
Rounding out the Liberty men's top seven
were Nate Edwards and James Doak, who
came in 61st and 81st respectfully. Both runners are veterans in the Liberty program. Also
competing for Liberty was new-comer Amos
Mburu, coming in 101st place with a time of
30:05.
Liberty University's men held a 47-point
advantage over the second place University of
Virginia and won easily despite this being a
12-team meet. William and Mary, Wake
Forest and Norfolk State rounded out the top
five teams.

On the women's side and just outside of
the top 10, Piper Newby was Liberty's first
finisher in a time of 18:38, good for 11th
overall. Newby is showing great promise
after having an excellent spring in the
3,000m steeplechase last year where she
placed third in the conference championships.
Easily won was Saturday's race by Wake
Forest's Michelle Sikes with a time of 17:20.
Trailing 15 seconds behind Newby was
Sarah Roberts ini7th place overall, in 18:53.
Carol Jefferson claimed 34th place as
Liberty's third finisher. Jefferson was last
spring's conference champion in the 5,000m
and 10,000m events.
JESSICA WKI1KR
Then came a group of Liberty jerseys in
44th, .46th, and 48th place. Those runners THE FLAMES' SPARK — The hockey coaching staff - from left to right, Assistant Coach Jeff Lowes,
were, Rebekah Ricksecker, Reyna Quiroz, and
Head Coach Kirk Handy, and Associate Head Coach Jeff Boettger -- look to lead the Flames to the top.
Ashley Osborne.
Other Liberty women were Jo Welch,
20:24, new-comer Leah Ramey, 21:12, Molly
Morgan, 21:23, Rebekah Wahlquist, 21:27
When asked what the student body can
Continued from page 1
and Meleia Johnson, 22:51.
do
to help the team Handy said, "We need
While the University of Virginia women
your passion and your prayers. It's our
claimed first overall, the Flames finished a
highly respectable fourth place out of 11 "We really feel like we are the flagship desire to see the stands packed out for
teams. Liberty finished right behind second Christian hockey school in the nation. every game. The fans are so key to helping
and third place teams Wake Forest and When you are able to show recruits and our dreams this year become our reality,
William and Mary and just ahead of fifth fans that the president of our school is sup- they are a part of us accomplishing the
porting us so much that he's at the games, vision that we have for this season."
place High Point.
The men's hockey team finishes preparaSaturday's race marked the beginning of a banging on the glass because he wants our
long year for Liberty's runners. They travel team to win so bad, we are able to say to tion for the season with a blue-white scrimnext to the Roy Griak Invitational in St. Paul, recruits and people in the community that mage on Friday, September 15. Their first
test comes at home against the University
Minn., on September 23 and will make stops we really do have a lot to offer them."
in Louisville, Ky., Terre Haute, Ind. and "With the brand new facility that we of Maryland Baltimore County on
Lexington, Va., before the conference cham- have, to the bleachers being put in that will September 22 and 23.
pionships in Charleston, S.C., on October 28. enable us to fit a 1000 more people into the
Contact Steve Clark at sclark2@liberLiberty coaches were happy with the per- games, we as a team feel confident in
formances and the athletes are already look- telling people that their support is produc- tu.edu.
•
t
»
ing forward to the new challenges that this ing results."
year presents.
"We're all excited about the potential this
team has this year," stated Assistant Coach
Greg Jimmerson. "We have the best shot in a
long time for the NCAA championships. This
program is really making strides."
This looks to be just the beginning for a successful men's and women's cross country season for Liberty University.

HOCKEY: Flames look for solid season

a

Liberty volleyball drops to 0-7
on the year, but gains respect

BREATHLESS—Junior Josh McDougal set a new course record
this weekend at the Lou Onesty Invite with a time of 24:14.

Contact David Hunt at dhunt@liberty.edu.

By Adam Trent
SPORTS REPORTER
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injuries

than ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses In the world. As a
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best medical technology on the planet. And whether you're treating Airmen on foreign
soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that training to use.
If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online
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The Lady Flames volleyball team continued to
fight hard against tough
non-conference competition this weekend, but still
came away empty handed.
Liberty fell 3-0 to
Appalachian
State on
Friday, 3-1 to Virginia Tech
and
3-0 to George
Washington on Saturday.
Friday afternoon the
Lady
Flames
faced
Southern Conference super
power Appalachian State.
The first game was dominated by the Mountaineers,
who won 30-15. In the second game, a young Liberty
squad was able to regroup
and fight hard but fell 3018. Down but not out, the
Lady Flames kept the third
game close before falling
30-24.
The offense was led by
junior outside hitter Mary
Alice Pike, who recorded 13
kills.
Defensively, Liberty was
led
by junior
Lara
Bartolomeo who had 10
digs. Freshman
setter
Kallie Corbin had an especially great night, getting
three kills, two blockassists, eight digs and 25
assists.
With the loss, Liberty
was 0-5 going into a match
against Virginia Tech, an
opponent
from
the
extremely
powerful
Atlantic Coast Conference.
The Lady Flames played
a fearless match, falling 3-1
with every game being
close. In game one, both
teams traded the lead several times before Tech was
able to pull away and win
30-22.
In game two, the Lady
Flames won their first
game of the season 30-23.
Games three and four saw
Liberty battle the Hokies
hard, but the young squad
came up just short going
down 30-23 and 30-28,
giving Tech the tournament title but earning
Liberty respect.

"(Tech's) head coach
came over and told me 'You
are the best 0-5 team I have
ever seen,'" said Liberty
head coach Shane Pinder.
For the match, Liberty
had two players record
double-doubles. Pike had
11 kills and 10 digs as well
as three service aces, and
redshirt sophomore outside hitter Allyson Sanders
recorded 10 kills and 11
digs to go along with her
five block-assists.
Corbin had a career-high
37 assists to go along with
13 digs. Sophomore outside
hitter Kendall Nichols had
two blocks and six kills.
Hot and tired from playing in an un-air conditioned Cassell Coliseum,
the Lady Flames closed out
the tournament with a hard
fought 3-0 loss to George
Washington of the Atlantic
10. In each game, Liberty
had control early before the
Colonials fought back winning 30-26, 30-28 and 3023"With a young squad, we
were just a couple of plays
away from having a 2-0
lead," said Pinder. "We just
need to keep our heads up
and execute better."
For the match, Liberty
was paced by Nichols and
Pike who had 13 and 11
kills, respectively. Corbin
had
37 assists and
Bartolomeo had 14 digs.
Several positive things
came out of this tournament, including Corbin
being named to the alltournament team.
"It is an honor, coming to
play and leave with an
honor like that. It's very
nice," said Corbin.
After the tournament, the1
Lady Flames are 0-7. "We
break down the season into
three parts. The first is
non-conference, where we
play the top teams.
"The second is the conference season and the
third is the conference
tournament. Looking at
this schedule, this is where
I figured we would be," said
Pinder.

'

"The positive from this
tournament is that our outside hitters have been getting better numbers. Jess
Nelson is arguably our best
outside hitter. Her being
out this season with a broken leg means a kid is having to step a year, maybe
two years early and carry
the load."
Saying the schedule is
tough is an understatement.
So far, Liberty has faced
defending national champion Washington, #15
Ohio, Portland from the
volleyball-rich West Coast,
ACC and A10 powers
Virginia Tech and George
Washington, and two of the
top teams from the
Southern Conference.
"I knew this first part
would be tough, but coming out of the locker room a
lot of positive things are
happening. The kids are
into it and have goals set
for themselves and we are
going to be tough down the
stretch...Our heads are not
down. We know where we
are at and moving forward," said Pinder.
The schedule does not get
easier, though. Liberty
travels to West Point, N.Y.,
for the Army of One
Classic.
In this patrioticallythemed
tournament,
Liberty faces Navy on
Friday at 5 p.m. followed
by a noon match against
the Citadel on Saturday.
They close with Army at 6
p.m.
Despite the tough schedule and losses, the girls are
enjoying their time together this season.
"1 am enjoying it so
much," s.aid Corbin. "I will
enjoy it more when we start
adding W's to our stats, but
right now it is a blessing to
be on this team."
Contact Adam Trent at
jatrentGilberty.edii.
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Did you know?

Quote of the week:

In 1952, Albert Einstien was given the opportunity to be Israel's
president. He flat turned the job clown.

"When I get a little money I buy books; and if any is
left, I buy food and clothes."
— Desiderius Erasmus,
theologian and scholar

— www.hookedonfctcts.com

A TRIBUTE TO LASTING FRIENDS
By Marcelo Quarantotto
LIFE! EDITOR

T

ragic events have
taken the lives of four
Liberty students over
the summer. This week, the
Champion will focus on the
lives of two of these students—Dusty Boyce, who was
to be a sophomore, and
Samuel Danso, who would
now be a senior—and what
they have meant to their
Liberty family. Boyce died in a
car accident and is survived
by his parents and two sisters.
Danso died in his Lynchburg
apartment of unknown causes
and is survived by his parents,
brother, sisters and a woman
he became engaged to last
winter. These are their stories.

SAMUEL DANSO
Dr. Yaw Adu-Gyamfi, typically known as Dr. Yaw, greets
his visitor with a broad smile
and a handshake. He leans
back in his chair and introduces himself in a dialect
reminiscent to his native
tongue—all the while continuing his grin. One of the university's English professors,
Yaw earned his Ph.D. from
the
University
of
Saskatchewan, Canada, and is
originally from
Ghana,
Africa—the same country
Danso claimed as his home.
Ghana is located in the
western part of Africa, and is
the continent's first country
to gain independence.
"It is a relatively peaceful,
democratic African country,
so you never see it in the
news that much," says Yaw
with a hearty laugh.
Samuel came to the
United States, with the aid
and encouragement from his
older brother Ernest, as a
freshman at Liberty University, and was directed
towards Yaw. Yaw previously
attended school with Ernest,
and helped Samuel get
assimilated into the Lynchburg area by working with
him on university paperwork
and finding an apartment.
Although Samuel had
already completed his education at a nursing school in
Ghana, he wanted to further
his knowledge by getting
another nursing degree from
LU.
"He was a very diligent
student," says Yaw. "I really
admired him for his hard
work. You have to earn your
way into the nursing program at Liberty and he
worked very hard. He got As
and Bs, and was able to get
admission to the nursing
program easily."
In addition to being hardworking in academics, Yaw
attributes him to being very
helpful in other areas such as
assisting Yaw with fulfilling
the needs of new international students.
A few days prior to
Samuel's death, Yaw stopped
over to his apartment to ask
for help in unloading a Uhaul filled with the belongings of another Ghanaian
who was new to Liberty.
Yaw says, "That was the
kind of person he was: willing to help people. If he
needed to sacrifice whatever,
he would. He was kind, helpful, hardworking, smart and
every positive thing you
could possibly think of; he
was all of those tings. And lie
was a good Christian too. In
fact, last semester we had
established a prayer group.
More or less, he was the person that organized people
and called people to come.''
Despite Samuel's growing

up in a country that spoke
English and offered exposure
to western culture, there
were still a few things about
American culture that took
some getting used to. At one
point, he wrote Yaw a narrative essay that portrayed his
transition to the United
States. In the work, he
describes how he was given
food on the plane that was
without salt and pepperstaples in Ghanaian cuisine.
Yaw retells another story
about Samuel's life in
America: "When he arrived
here in Virginia, he saw a lot
of deer hit by vehicles lying
by the roadside and [that]
nobody was getting those
deer and roasting them up."
Yaw explains that this struck
Samuel as odd "because in
Ghana, when people hit a
deer or another animal, they
will quickly get it for meat.
So he was shocked that
nobody was getting it, and I
laughed and told him no,
that there is plenty of food
around and nobody is really
interested in the dead animals by the roadside."
At about 1 a.m. on August
1, 2006, one of Samuel's
roommates drove to WalMart to pick him up.
Samuel's car earned a flat
tire and was stranded in the
vast parking lot.
Once they arrived back at
their
apartment,
they
watched TV and made plans
to wake up at 7 a.m. and go
put a spare tire on Samuel's
car. After some time, Danso
fell asleep in the living room.

"I really admired
him for his hard
work."
Dr. Yaw Adu-Gyamfi
F R I E N D OF SAMUEL DANSO

As planned, his roommate
woke him up at the designated time. "He actually woke
up," says Yaw, "and then.
when the roommate went
back [after walking into
another room], he found
[Samuel] lying on the floor.
The roommate thought that
he had went back to sleep so
he decided to leave him to
catch up on a little more
sleep."
During this point of the
summer, there was a third
person staying in the apartment who was only visiting
from Ghana. Yaw says that
this
individual
"found
Samuel at 9 o'clock. He went
to the living room and he had
found that Samuel had
turned blue, dark blue and
was stiff, so he called the
ambulance. The ambulance
tried to revive him but was
unsuccessful."
Shortly after calling for
help, he called Dr. Yaw to
inform him of Samuel's condition. As soon as Yaw knew
of Samuel's whereabouts, he
rushed to the hospital to see
if there was anything that he
could do, but they informed
him that they were unable to
revive him.
"The autopsy showed that
he was a perfectly healthy
person with a strong heart
and capable of everything—
he was perfect. So they just
decided to do some blood
work to see if they could find
anything, but nobody really
knows the cause of death,"
says Yaw.
Upon hearing the news,
Yaw called Samuel's older
brother to say words that no
older brother should have to
hear.
On Aug. 12, a memorial
service was held at Whitten

Funeral Home for Samuel
Danso, and it was well
attended. Not only did other
international students come
to pay their respects, but
people affiliated with the
nursing program and his
coworkers at the ReberThomas Dining Hall were
present as well. His mother
happened to be in America at
the time and was able to
attend the funeral, as well as
his brother and some friends
from the Washington D.C.
area.
Dr. Yaw spins his chair in
order to access his IBM laptop computer. To his visitor,
he presents one of his
favorite pictures of Danso,
taken during one of the activities at the opening of
Thomas Road's new building
at what is called "the healing
fields."
"He was really fascinated
by the flags in the background," Yaw says while
pointing to the numerous
American flags in the picture
with Danso in the foreground. "The picture helps
me heal from his sudden
death and helps me realize
that he is in a better
place...he left a good legacy."

DUSTY BOYCE
Aubrey Tyler arid his cousin
Samantha Williams sit across
the table from each other and
exchange glances in a way
that makes it seem as if they
are having a wordless conversation. This story is hard, and
when it becomes too hard for
one of them to continue
answering the question, the
other interjects and finishes
the response before the
silence becomes awkward.
Aubrey, a new student at
Liberty, and Samantha, a
returning undergraduate,
have known William Dustin
Allen Boyce, better known as
Dusty, since infancy and
have many memories from
Tangier Island, Va., and
Pocomoke, Md., places
where Dusty had resided.
Dusty came from what
Samantha lauds as a very
loving, Christian family. His
dad is a teacher and a
preacher, and his mother is
also a teacher. For Dusty,
family was of the utmost
importance and he had his
two young sisters' names tattooed on the back of his
arms.
Aubrey lifts up his shirt to
expose a tattoo he recently
had done on his chest in
memory of his late friend.
The artwork displays Dusty's
name and an R.I.P inscrip-

tion, as well as rosary beads
and hands clasped in a praying position.
Things are a bit unsettling
for Aubrey. He lives across
the hall from the room that
his best friend was supposed
to live in. Dusty, who would
have been a sophomore psychology major this year,
encouraged Aubrey to come
to join him at Liberty.
"It's weird now that he
ain't around," says Aubrey. I
wasn't planning to come
after it happened, but he had
put on his Myspace that one
of the greatest moments of
his life is when I got accepted
to Liberty."
Both friends recall him as
being a person who spent his
time playing basketball or
making friends, but usually
both at the same time. "He
always hugged you, like
great, big, tight hugs...he was
just
friendly,"
says
Samantha. "He didn't care
who you were. He'd just walk
right up to you and introduce
himself."
Aubrey says, "He was
friends with everybody on
the whole eastern shore. He
was really into making new
friends." Apparently they all
came to his funeral, as over
1,100 people showed up.
For the past few summers,
Dusty and Aubrey had
worked together at a place
where they would run gocarts. "It was a fun job," says
Aubrey. "Barely any work in
it, really. We were together
everyday this summer—
that's how close we were."
Usually, the friends worked out their schedule so that
they would clock in and out
together, but on June 25,
Aubrey was scheduled to
work in the morning and
Dusty at night.
"So, he came in for me at
4," says Aubrey. "So, that
was kind of weird, and then
he had his accident that
night."
Dusty left work that night
shortly after 11 p.m. During
this time Aubrey was at a
movie theater and received a
call from Dusty at eight minutes past the hour, but was
unable to pick up the phone
for obvious reasons. The
accident took place between
11:13 and 11:18, so before the
conclusion of theflick,everything had already happened.
"When [Dusty] came in
and took my place, he was
like, 'I'll call you after work,'
and I said, 'All right then.'"
When the pair usually
clocked out together from
work after 11 p.m., they
would usually stay out until

PHOTO PROVIDED

OUTGOING — Dusty Boyce made friends easily and was an engaging person.

about two in the morning.
Driving home from work,
Dusty was in the northbound
lane. Along the particular
part of the roadway that he
was driving on, there was a
place where tractor trailer

"He didn't care
who you were.
He'd just walk
right up to you
and introduce
himself."
Samantha Williams
FRIEND OF DUSTY BOYCE

drivers commonly slept
before enduring long journeys. "And they usually pull
out between 11, 12 and one
[o'clock]. When they pull
out, they take up both right
lanes and the turning lane.
One pulled out in front of
Dusty and he had nowhere to
go, so he swerved into the
southbound lane and got tboned.
He flew out of the back
window and crushed everything back here," says
Aubrey, touching the lower
part of his head and the back
of his neck. "He basically
died there," he says, his
cheeks growing bright red
and his speech becoming
more deliberate. ,
By the time Aubrey
stepped out of the theater,

PHOTO PROVIDED

DILIGENT — Although he came from the other side of the globe, Samuel Danso had no trouble succeeding in school.

the time had reached about
11:30, and he looked at his
phone to discover that he
had 14 missed calls. He
called one of his friends back
and learned of Dusty's crash.
The theater he was attending
is in Salisbury, Md., as well
as the hospital Dusty was
rushed to.
"When I got there his
mom was already there, and
they just basically told me,"
says Aubrey.
The next day, Samantha
received a phone call from a
friend who shared the egregious news with her. "I went
up to the hospital and stayed
there for like two or three
days," says Samantha. "They
kept him on life support for
what seemed like forever,
because he was an organ
donor."
Dusty
Boyce
was
prounced dead on Tuesday,
Jun. 27.

REFLECTION
"Months down the road, the
moms are still going to be
grieving," says Tyler Falwell,
friend of another student who
died this summer.
For those directly influenced by the deaths of these
individuals, the grieving
process has had a sobering
effect.
"It makes you think about
your friendships different,"
says Aubrey Tyler. "It makes
you realized how you take
them for granted.
"It has really made everybody realize how mortal we
are, how short life is, how
anything can happen and
how one ought to be prepared because you know not
the hour or the time," says
Yaw. "Because I had never
thought for a moment that
he would go. He was a
healthy guy, nothing wrong
with him, and to make things
worse, we don't know why or
how—it is a mystery. And I
guess for me it has helped
me put things in perspective.
And the students that I meet
everyday and those that
come around me everyday; I
think the best time I can
spend with them I do, and I
always encourage them to
live a good life because you
never know, you never
know."
Contact
Marcelo
at
mquarantotto(a)liberty.edu.
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Restaurant Thai '99: an exotic "culinary triumph"
By Jennifer Maxfield
I.IIK! RBPORTBR

Yaam tee ma-noot mee kwaam
hiw yom mai yom rap fang siang
reu kam sang dai tang sin.
(Where there is the barking of the
belly, no other commands will be
heard).
—Thai Proverb

T

he ancient Thai proverb that
labels hunger as a "barking
belly" makes me smile.
When I step through the restaurant doors, my stomach does
growl. The air is rich with the
aroma of an extraordinary food
culture, and I can't wait to become
acquainted. This marks my first
experience with Thai food. Just off
Memorial Avenue on Wadsworth
Street is Thai '99, a delightful
restaurant that serves authentic
Thai cuisine.
Patty Kachornvanich, a native of
northern Thailand, greets me.
Kachornvanich speaks with a soft
accent, is slim and cheerful and
wears a pleasant smile. She and her
husband Jeff own Thai '99 in
Lynchburg as well as two other
restaurants in Charlottesville, Va.,
of the same name. Encouraged by
the demand from their customers,
the couple moved to Lynchburg
three years ago to start a Thai
restaurant.
I began dinner with a tall glass of

cha yen or "Thai tea." The tea is a American diners. "The main staple
delicious, unique blend of milk, tea of Thai food is spice," says
and
spice.
According
to Kachornvanich, "but we can make
www.thaitable.com, Cha yen is a things not so spicy." Thai '99 offers
common blend, served in restau- a variety of spice levels for any
rants and tea shopsteashops all dish, including mild, medium, hot
and "Thai hot." As many of the
across Thailand.
For an appetizer, I order fresh herbs used in the dishes are somevegetable spring rolls. The spring times hard to come by in
Kachornvanich
rolls are a blend of fresh carrot and Lynchburg,
lettuce, rolled in rice paper. The explains that she grows them herdish comes with a mouth-watering self.
side of pineapple and crushed
Everything on the menu looks
peanut sauce.
incredible. Sipping As I sip my cha
The Kachornvanichs keep the yen, I can't decide what to order.
Thai food as authentic as possible. Thai '99 has a definite top seller,
However, Patty Kachornvanich called Pad Thai. Pad Thai is a dish
admits they have "toned down the of green onions and red tofu in
spice," to make the food more tamarind sauce. The dish is served
palatable
for
unaccustomed over fried rice noodles with egg and

STEVE FINKEI.

DINING—There is more to eating out in Lynchburg than one would think.

topped
with
crushed peanut
and bean sprouts.
Kachornvanich
recommends
her
favorite,
pad
Grapao.
Pad
Grapao is a
choice of chicken, pork or tofu, stirfried with chili, garlic, basil leaf,
zucchini, onions and red and green
peppers.
Finally, I make my decision.
While almost every dinner is available with a choice of chicken or
pork, I choose the Pad Khing with
tofu. I'm nor a vegetarian, but
despite the snickers of my dinner
companions, I love tofu and can
notcannot get enough of the stuff.
Dinner arrives - a. A heaping
bowl of stir- fried tofu with onions,
mushrooms, shredded ginger, red
and green peppers and carrots.
Kachornvanich rejoins the table
and admonishes that the best way
to enjoy Thai food "is to share with
everyone." My friends and I sample
a little off each plate and I get to
taste fried egg rolls: panang and
pad woon-sent.
As stated on www.circleofasia.com, Thai cuisine varies greatly from region to region of the
country. While the regional style of
food at Thai '99 is more general to
Thailand than to a specific region,

win*SEK
BUFFET OR CHINES
FOOD.

1 NOTICE —
Warning sign on
the front door for
all potential customers who may
have a different
idea about this
Lynchburg
restaurant.

STEVE FINKEI.

the menu does take a slant towards
the cooking style of northern
Thailand, where Kachornvanich is
from, which uses a unique variety
of vegetables that are indigenous to
that region. Central Thailand tends
to favor a sweeter array of dishes,
while southern Thailand incorporates a wide variety of seafood.
Dinner is over, and the first
words that come to my mind are
"culinary triumph."
"The food was good and the
service was great," agrees sophomore Tom Prusak. Sophomore
Steven Dooley says that Thai '99 is
"a very good cultural experience if
you are looking for something new
to try."
Momentarily, I contemplate the
Ruam-Mit for dessert. Ruam-Mit is
a mixture of tapioca, jack fruit,
palm seed, and jelly in coconut
milk. Having already eaten way too
much, I decide to save that for my
most definite next visit to Thai 99.
Contact Jennifer Maxfield at
jmaxfield@liberty.edu

CSER office staff endeavors to reach Lynchburg Community
By Jennifer Schmidt
LIFE! REPORTER

O

ne of the unique and
often
overlooked
aspects of life at
Liberty University is the
Christian and Community
Service requirement. Commonly referred to simply
as .CSER, the program has
been in existence since the
beginning
of
Liberty
University.
Today, it is under the
direction of Dr. Lew
Weider, who began volunteering his help with GNED
classes in 1981 and finally
joined the faculty as a
GNED professor and director of CSER in 1984. Lee
Gibson, Will Honeycutt,
Troy Matthews, Steve
Putney and Rob Van Engen
are Weider's fellow GNED
professors and serve as
assistants with CSER.
The entire motivation
behind the CSER program
at Liberty is to meet the
needs of the local community while sharing the love
and gospel of Jesus Christ.
Weider explained, "The
purpose of CSER is to: one,
educate students in a variety of service opportunities; two, provide experience in future occupations
while students are still in
school;
three,
allow
Christians to use their spiritual gifts and four, give
students the opportunity to
be salt and light in the
community."
The basic requirement
for every full time resident
student - including those

who live off campus - is to
perform 20 hours of volunteer work per semester,
though many students usually average 35 to 40 hours
of work per semester. Since
each semester of GNED
counts towards CSER, students generally enroll in
CSER for only six semesters.
In order to register for
CSER credit, one students
must complete an application to the program. All
volunteer work falls under
one of two categories:
either a student works
directly with an organization that has an established
partnership with Liberty,
or they he or she can pick
an individualized type of
work. In the latter case,
students must have a sponsor from their site to keep
track of their hours and to
provide an evaluation of
their work at the end of the
semester. The flexibility of
this second option affords
many students the chance
to try new things in unique
locations.
Sarah Ott, a junior in the
nursing program at LU,
said, "Over the past summer I did inventory in an
airplane hangar for missionary pilots in Peru. That
was the most rewarding
CSER experience I've had
because I knew it helped
them do their work more
efficiently."
Performing
volunteer
work over the summer can
also count for CSER credit
as long as a student has a

sponsor. The criterion for
volunteer work requires
that the student is not paid
and receives neither scholarship money or class credit for their effort.
The opportunities and
options for CSER are only
as limited as students
allow them to be. Not only
does Liberty partner with
over 70 different service
organizations, but there
are also over 50 volunteer
opportunities directly on
campus in addition to
almost 20 sports-related
volunteer activities. Some
students work as graders
for a professorsprofessor,
while others serve in an
AWANA program at a local
church. Many large groups
do corporate volunteer
work, such as the various
camps that Liberty's athletic teams run conduct for
local youth and the children's
ministry
that
Campus ServeSERVE has
every Saturday morning.
Student Life activities
also count for CSER credit.
As LU junior Nick George
explained, "Since my freshman year, I've worked with
Student Activities, setting
up and tearing down concerts and also helping with
CFAW. Once you get into
the work, you start to
appreciate it."
Three new organizations
have recently partnered
with the CSER program:
Flowing Grace Ministries,
which aspires "to plug people with specific gifts and
talents
into
ministry

KYLE PUCK

SERVITUDE — Dr. Lew Weider is the director for the CSER program in which students are required to participate.

teams" such as the worship
or missions team; Child
Evangelism
Fellowship,
which leads Bible clubs in
public schools and local
neighborhoods and Lynchburg City Parks and
Recreation Services, which
has started a sports program for handicapped children.
According to Weider,
individuals in the surrounding community are
desperate for time and
service from believers.
Weider said, "My heart is
that we as an institution
legitimize
our
faith

through our service so that
the community sees that
we at Liberty University
care about their needs." He
stressed that impacting
individual lives is quintessential to the CSER program. It is Weider's hope
that not only will residents
of the community be
blessed, but also that students will carry the spirit
of volunteerism with them

for the remainder of their
lives.
To find out more about
the CSER program, go to
its website by selecting
"Student Affairs" from the
Splash page and then following the
"Christian
Service" link.
•*»" I

Contact
Schmidt at
erty.edu.

Jennifer
jschmidt@lib-
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